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anything but the best timber out to the plains. When the branches become
dry, a stroke of lightning, a match, a lighted cigar, or a camper's fire may
start a forest fire that burns hundreds of square miles of timber. This
is a terrible disaster, not only because trees are destroyed and people ren-
dered homeless but also because the humus of the soil is burned. In
rugged regions the remainder of the soil thus left exposed is likely to be
rapidly carried away by the rain. Because of such methods in the past
the most populous part of the United States has little timber of its own
and is fast using up that of the South and West (A220).
Forest Conservation. Today a new method of lumbering is being
introduced. People have begun to realize that without permanent forest
reserves we should be put to great stress to find a substitute for wood.
Our condition would be like that of North China, where the vast num-
bers of people, their lack of foresight in cutting the trees, and the dryness
of the climate in spring and fall have caused the country to have almost
no forests. Wood is there so scarce that many people have difficulty in
getting enough for doors, floors, and furniture for their houses, and for
the coffins which they buy years before they die. The houses are generally
made of adobe, stone, or brick.
In spite of this danger we are still cutting the trees recklessly. Never-
theless the good practices of European countries, such as France and
Sweden, are beginning to be adopted under the leadership of the United
States Forest Service. The Forest Service believes that the great forests
should not merely enrich a few individuals now, but should benefit every-
one permanently. Hence they must be owned by the government, but
with opportunity for everyone to buy timber at reasonable terms. Ac-
cordingly large tracts of rugged land in all parts of the country have been
set aside by the national or state governments as forest reserves.} Their %
total area is about 175,000,000 acres, or about the area of all the Atlantic
States from Virginia northward, including Pennsylvania. The care of
these tracts is planned so that bad trees are eliminated, good ones are
planted, and the land is covered with trees of the right sort to maintain a
steady supply of lumber. Anyone who chooses may buy standing timber
provided he cuts only the larger tre^s, and fells them so that they do not
damage the smaller ones. He must also pile together the branches and
useless tops so that there is no risk of devastating fires.
In addition to all this, the Forest Service maintains a corps o£ forest
rangers and fire wardens. High on a mountain top one will often find a
warden living all summer in a little house miles from the nearest neigh-
bor. Every day at certain hours he goes to points of vantage and looks
out with his field glass in all directions searching for signs of smoke. If
he sees anything that suggests a forest fire he telephones to the foresters

